In photosynthetic organisms, the pigment-protein complexes that comprise the light-harvesting antenna exhibit complex electronic structures and ultrafast dynamics due to the coupling among the chromophores. Here, we present absorptive two-dimensional (2D) electronic spectra from living cultures of the purple bacterium, Rhodobacter sphaeroides, acquired using gradient assisted photon echo spectroscopy. Diagonal slices through the 2D lineshape of the LH1 stimulated emission/ground state bleach feature reveal a resolvable higher energy population within the B875 manifold. The waiting time evolution of diagonal, horizontal, and vertical slices through the 2D lineshape shows a sub-100 fs intra-complex relaxation as this higher energy population red shifts. The absorption (855 nm) of this higher lying sub-population of B875 before it has red shifted optimizes spectral overlap between the LH1 B875 band and the B850 band of LH2. Access to an energetically broad distribution of excitonic states within B875 offers a mechanism for efficient energy transfer from LH2 to LH1 during photosynthesis while limiting back transfer. Two-dimensional lineshapes reveal a rapid decay in the ground-state bleach/stimulated emission of B875. This signal, identified as a decrease in the dipole strength of a strong transition in LH1 on the red side of the B875 band, is assigned to the rapid localization of an initially delocalized exciton state, a dephasing process that frustrates back transfer from LH1 to LH2. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4999057
Photosynthetic light harvesting machinery has evolved highly efficient energy transfer processes to power an organism's metabolism using solar photons. [1] [2] [3] Light-harvesting complexes funnel excitations to the reaction center where charge separation is initiated; the dynamics of this photosynthetic excitonic energy transfer occur on the femtosecond to picosecond time scale. 4 Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES) probes this energy transfer process using a sequence of ultrafast laser pulses. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 2DES correlates excitations at specific frequencies to the ground state bleach, stimulated emission, and excited state absorption signals they generate with femtosecond time resolution. The position, lineshape, and dynamics of 2DES spectral features are determined by the underlying electronic and vibrational structures of the system. [10] [11] [12] [13] Recent advances in GRadient Assisted Photon Echo Spectroscopy (GRAPES) have enabled 2DES spectra of highly scattering samples, including intact cells. 14, 15 However, to date, only the measurement of the rephasing photon echo signal was feasible without alteration of the experimental a) S. H. Sohail and P. D. Dahlberg contributed equally to this work. b) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: gsengel@uchicago.
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geometry, 16 precluding direct acquisition of fully absorptive 2DES spectra, which offer the highest degree of spectral resolution. In complex systems, analysis of the fully absorptive 2DES spectra is critical to properly quantify and assign spectral dynamics and determine homogeneous and inhomogeneous contributions from a diverse ensemble. 17 Here, we present absorptive 2D spectra of the photosynthetic antenna complexes, light-harvesting complex 1 (LH1) and light-harvesting complex 2 (LH2), in living cells of the purple bacterium, Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides. We observe ultrafast relaxation of an inhomogeneous distribution of chromophores on a sub-100 fs time scale in wild-type (WT) cells, LH2-only cells, and LH1-only cells. In LH1-only cells, we also observe ultrafast intra-complex energy relaxation within a manifold of higher lying excitonic states. Acquisition of these spectra requires an experimental advance in the GRAPES methodology that enables the simultaneous acquisition of both the rephasing photon echo and nonrephasing free induction decay (FID) signals.
In WT Rba. sphaeroides, LH1, the core pigment-protein antenna complex, forms a dimeric complex around the reaction center, while LH2 is a peripheral pigment-protein antenna complex. 18 LH2 transfers energy to LH1 on a 5-7 ps time scale. 19, 20 LH1 then transfers the excitation to the reaction center special pair on a 35 ps time scale. 21 B800 and B850 rings of bacteriochlorophyll a (BChl a). 22 The B850 ring consists of 18 strongly coupled BChl a molecules (∼300 cm 1 ), while the 9 BChl a in B800 are weakly coupled (∼20 cm 1 ). 21 Each LH1 dimer contains an S-shaped arrangement of strongly coupled (∼300 cm 1 ) BChl a molecules denoted as B875. 23, 24 2DES is a third-order nonlinear optical spectroscopy that provides information similar to transient absorption but with spectral resolution in both the excitation and detection axes. In a 2DES experiment, three incident electric fields generate an oscillating polarization that gives rise to a nonlinear signal in a unique phase-matched direction. The signal is heterodyne detected through interference with a reference pulse. A 2D scan of the time between pulses 1 and 2 (coherence time, τ) and the time between pulses 2 and 3 (waiting time, T) generates a 2D spectrum that correlates excitation energy with detection energy for each T. 25 Interactions with pulses 1 and 3 generate oscillating polarizations that acquire phase with either the same or opposite sign, corresponding to nonrephasing and rephasing signals, respectively. These signals are generated in distinct phasematched directions. The rephasing or nonrephasing spectra separately contain phase-twisted lineshapes with both absorptive and dispersive components (Fig. S2 of the supplementary material). Absorptive spectra are obtained by summing the nonrephasing and rephasing signals. Often, the time order of the first two pulses in a 2DES sequence is switched to enable the detection of both the rephasing and nonrephasing signals in a single phase-matched direction. 26 However, changing the pulse time-ordering requires two sequential measurements to calculate the fully absorptive 2DES spectra. Laser drift and sample degradation during the measurement may alter the conditions under which the rephasing or the nonrephasing signals are collected; thus, summation may not preserve the true dynamics or lineshape.
GRAPES spectra are acquired by focusing the pulses to lines, rather than points, and geometrically tilting the wavevector of pulse 1 relative to pulse 2, thereby spatially encoding the range of coherence time delays (Fig. 1) . 27, 28 As a result, all coherence times are encoded in each laser shot. Consequently, we collect a complete 2D spectrum with each laser shot, meaning we only need to scan over T, the time between pulses 2 and 3. The technical details of the GRAPES instrument are described in the supplementary material. In short, the temporal tilt imparted on pulse 1 relative to pulse 2 spatially encodes both positive and negative coherence times for each T; however, this tilt results in a gradient of waiting times for negative coherence times in a single laser shot, which restricts the acquisition of both the rephasing and nonrephasing signals.
Here, by integrating over 100 laser shots in each signal frame, we rapidly acquire (25 Hz) a series of GRAPES spectra while continuously scanning the waiting time delay stage (stage speed 25 fs/s) which yields 1 fs waiting time steps. We make use of our fine waiting time sampling to reconstruct a uniform waiting time for negative coherence times. By selecting signals generated from different frames (Fig. 1,  top) , we can linearly interpolate the signals to reconstruct negative coherence time data with a uniform waiting time ( Fig. 1, bottom) . This interpolation rectifies the temporal gradient between pulses 1 and 3, which previously prohibited the measurement of nonrephasing signals from GRAPES without also changing the experimental geometry or the acquisition sequence. The interpolation is simplified by GRAPES data being acquired in the rotating frame, which eliminates fast oscillatory behavior. 27 In this way, we collect both the rephasing photon echo and the nonrephasing free induction decay signals in a single dataset.
We use the absorptive 2D spectra to probe ultrafast events in living Rba. sphaeroides cells, using WT, LH2-only, and LH1-only strains (Fig. 2) . The growth and isolation protocols are detailed in the supplementary material. The 2DES data from the three cell types were phased to pump-probe spectra of membrane fragments (Fig. S2 of the supplementary material). 16, 29 Both the WT and LH2-only spectra show diagonal excited state absorption (negative) and stimulated emission and ground state bleach (positive) features at 850 nm and 800 nm, corresponding to the B850 and B800 bands of LH2, respectively. Waiting time traces showing the dynamics of B850, B800, and energy transfer from B800 to B850 (Fig. S3 of the supplementary material) agree with prior measurements of LH2. 30 The spectra of LH1-only and WT cells show a diagonal peak around 870 nm corresponding to the B875 chromophores in LH1. 29 The diagonal features in Fig. 2 all exhibit diagonal elongation at early waiting times, indicating inhomogeneous J. Chem. Phys. 147, 131101 (2017)
FIG. 2. Fully absorptive 2DES spectra for WT cells (left), LH2-only cells (center), and LH1-only cells (right); T = 0 fs (top), 50 fs (middle), and 100 fs (bottom).
Spectral diffusion from the elongated, inhomogeneous lineshape to a round homogeneous lineshape can be seen as a function of T. The relaxation of the diagonal elongation of the spectral features indicates a loss of correlation between pump and probe energies as the system has had time to relax. The axis labels excitation and detection wavelength refers to the wavelengths resulting from a Fourier transform over the coherence time (τ) and the direct detection of the rephasing wavelength (λ t ), respectively. Axes are plotted as linear in frequency, but labeled by wavelength for ready comparison with linear spectra.
broadening of the B800, B850, and B875 bands. This elongation disappears by ∼100 fs, reflecting relaxation within each spectral band. The degree of inhomogeneity in the 2DES absorptive spectra is quantified using the nodal line slope (NLS) analysis, which measures the tilt of the slope between the positive and negative features (Fig. S4 of the supplementary material). 10, 31, 32 The NLS analysis and NLS waiting time dynamics are described in the supplementary material.
Previous 2DES studies of Rba. sphaeroides in vivo only presented the rephasing spectra. 14, 15 Here, we present 2D absorptive spectra that eliminate phase-twist in the lineshapes. 10 Access to the 2D absorptive lineshapes of light harvesting complexes in vivo makes characterization of finer spectral features, even at early waiting times, possible. Fitting every point in the LH1-only cells spectra to an independent monoexponential function, A exp(−T/τ) + B, with no constraints on amplitude or lifetime, shows that the decay lifetimes within B875 are non-uniform. The lifetimes from the monoexponential fits show that the red edge of B875, in both excitation and detection wavelengths, decays faster than the rest of the feature [ Fig. 3(b) ]. When analyzing slices through features in the 2D spectra [ Figs. 3(c)-3(e) ], the rapid decay on the red edge of B875 shown in Figs. 3(c)-3(e) shows a loss of intensity on the red edge of B875 or what could be a dynamic blue shift in the central wavelength of the ground state bleach/stimulated emission feature. The observed trend in the dynamics presented in Fig. 3(b) provides a clearer picture of the dynamics. The analysis of the decay constants across the 2D spectrum demonstrates a loss on the red edge of B875 which is consistent with ultrafast exciton localization resulting in a decrease in J. Chem. Phys. 147, 131101 (2017) the transition dipole strength on the red side of the B875 band. This dynamic localization is similar to what has been reported for the B850 band of LH2. 33 However, we do not observe an analogous spectral pattern of decay times in the B850 feature of the LH2-only cells, though we see an ultrafast decay in the amplitude of the B850 feature (Fig. S5 of the supplementary  material) , consistent with B850 being more homogenous than B875 and previous reports on exciton localization in LH2. 14, 33 The exciton localization on the red edge of B875 in LH1 would limit back transfer to LH2, but our WT data do not demonstratively illustrate how this rapid relaxation might impact transfer from LH1 to the reaction center. Though not explicitly mentioned, the decay on the red edge of the band appears in prior data from both 2DES rephasing spectra of LH1 membranes 29 and 3PEPS spectra of isolated LH1. 34 However, the 2DES spectra permit sufficiently increased resolution that we can now assign these dynamics more definitively.
The spectrum of decay times in Fig. 3(b) also shows the rapid decay of a higher energy B875 population at excitation wavelength = 850 nm and detection wavelength = 870 nm. The diagonal slices through B875 [ Fig. 3(c) ] reveal a bimodal distribution consisting of a lower energy population at excitation wavelength = 865 nm and detection wavelength = 880 nm and a higher energy population at excitation wavelength = 850 nm and detection wavelength = 870 nm. The higher energy population red shifts within 100 fs, as seen by the loss of the high energy distribution in the diagonal slices and the growth of intensity at excitation wavelength = 850 nm in the horizontal slices through detection wavelength = 880 nm [ Fig. 3(e) ]. Only the smaller, higher energy population within B875 is red shifting at early waiting times indicating an ultrafast intra-complex relaxation with a time constant <50 fs (Fig. S6 of the supplementary material) . This dynamic red shift is also visible in the supplementary video of the in vivo 2DES spectra of the LH1-only mutant.
Relaxation within the LH1 manifold occurs on the same time scale as spectral diffusion, as indicated by the NLS analysis (Fig. S4 of the supplementary material) . We suggest that the higher lying B875 population at early times (prior to the red shift) heavily contributes to the inhomogeneity measured using NLS. Previous work on LH1 using transient absorption spectroscopy showed a dynamic red shift of the B875 spectral feature on the 130-150 fs time scale, though these measurements were limited by an instrument response function of ∼150 fs. 35 This dynamic red shift was more pronounced upon the blue side excitation of B875 35 and was attributed to downhill ultrafast excitonic relaxation in complementary Redfield theory calculations. 36 Our 2DES spectra indicate that only a portion of the inhomogeneous B875 feature is red shifting. Energy distributed through the broad manifold of LH1 states 29 is rapidly funneled into the lowest energy state, as exciton relaxation occurs.
A broad manifold of states with varied absorption/emission abilities within B875 offers an advantage for Rba. sphaeroides during light harvesting. The efficiency of light harvesting depends on how well excitation energy can hop between LH2 complexes and then to LH1 and on to the reaction center for charge separation. Prior to the dynamic red shift and exciton relaxation, higher lying populations observed in LH1 help maximize the spectral overlap with LH2, allowing for optimal energy transfer between the two antennae, while relaxation within LH1 minimizes back transfer into LH2. The spectral overlap that permits rapid transfer into the complex disappears as the higher-energy states relax, frustrating back transfer. The WT spectral dynamics are dominated by contributions from LH2 because the LH2 signal is stronger given our excitation spectrum and the high LH2:LH1 ratio in the WT strain (Fig. S1 of the supplementary material). Due to the separation of time scales between intra-and inter-complex dynamics, 37 we attribute the ultrafast dynamics observed in the LH1-only cells to the native behavior of this complex.
Our fully absorptive 2DES spectra of living Rba. sphaeroides cells reveal ultrafast exciton relaxation through a manifold of higher lying excited states in LH1. The intracomplex relaxation in our spectra is supported by previous reports of a dynamic red shift in LH1, though the high resolution of our spectra at early waiting times indicates that only a resolvable sub-population within B875 is red shifting. This ultrafast relaxation and the rapid localization within LH1 indicate that the electronic structure of LH1 is effectively tuned for unidirectional energy transfer from LH2 to LH1. The ability to resolve ultrafast spectral dynamics within a broad manifold of excitonic states will enable the study of more complex energy transfer pathways in higher photosynthetic organisms.
See supplementary material for supporting figures, video of 2DES spectra of LH1-only mutants, analysis, growth protocols, and spectroscopic procedures. 
